Differences in the organization and methylation patterns of integrated avian sarcoma proviral DNA sequences in nonpermissive and permissive mammalian cells.
Four types of avian sarcoma virus (ASV)-transformed mammalian cells were analyzed for the presence of ASV-specific sequences in their genome DNA. A great variability in the number of proviral copies and their structure within the DNA of these lines was observed. In all cells tested gag and src sequences were present in a flexible arrangement. The greatest variation was detected within proviral sequences corresponding to pol and env regions. The number of integrated ASV proviral copies do not correlate with the capability of these cells to produce viral particles. Virus-producing (K2S and K12) and virogenic (XC) cells contain in their chromosomal DNA at least one complete proviral genome, whereas proviral sequences in helper-dependent nonvirogenic cells are substantially changed. Provirus expression level does not correlate with the number of integrated virus copies. In the non-virus-producing cells the proviral sequences are hypermethylated.